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Think About All Phases of
Learning
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Think about all phases of learning
• Assess student’s prior knowledge
• Help students make connections to
content in other courses
• Design activities to complete prior to
class
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Think about all phases of learning

• Organization of content: both for the
students and how the students organize
• Engage students in class
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Think about all phases of learning
• Providing opportunities to rehearse
knowledge
• Create projects that require higher order
thinking skills
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Seek Out
2. Deliberately
Technology
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Deliberately Seek Out Technology
Technology will change!
Embrace change
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Deliberately Seek Out Technology

Start to seek out technology
The more you use it the more you’ll
want to use it
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3. Collaborate
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Collaborate
Colleagues are a vital part
of pedagogical success
You need disciplinary
experts as well as nonexperts
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Collaborate

•
•
•
•
•
•

Instructional designer
Multimedia Specialist
CMS expert
Assessment expert
Disciplinary expert
Faculty member outside your discipline
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Conclusions
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Conclusions
If you adopt these three
suggestions
– think carefully about
learning
– embrace technology
– collaborate
the cogs of your blended
course will mesh more
productively
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Thank you!
Ike Shibley: ias1@psu.edu
Tim Wilson: tim.wilson@uwo.ca
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We’d like to hear from you!
Our online evaluation form is here:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/ikecourse
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